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Eleven students from Cal-State San Bernardino are presently preparing to participate in a United Nations Model in New York City during the Spring Quarter. Randy Ericson, President of the International Club, which is sponsoring the trip stated that "San Bernardino State students will comprise the second largest delegation from Southern California."

Participating delegates from this campus will be representing the country of Kuwait in the United Nations Model. During their week-long stay, they will have the opportunity to confer with the permanent delegation from Kuwait. Kuwait delegates will assist the students in preparing policy statements for the United Nations General Assembly.

Ericson emphasized that information from these briefings with Kuwait representatives would enable the CSCSB delegation "to reflect the official policy stances of Kuwait" in subsequent model committee and U.N. General Assembly discussions.

To prepare for this cross-cultural endeavor, CSCSB participants Randy Ericson, Joanie Weiser, Bill Freeman, Andy Butts, Barry Kayrell, Debbie Kirkland, Lou Fanz, Joe Quarranta, Tony Weathers, Frank Romo and Bennie Beverly are currently preparing research papers on U.N. related topics. They are being aided by Dr. Takata, faculty advisor for the International Club and Dr. Brij Khare, sponsor for the CSCSB U.N. Delegation.

Further preparation during the Spring Quarter will find participating student delegates enrolled in a "United Nations Internship" class familiarizing themselves with U.N. rules and procedures. Prior to their departure the Monday following Easter, the International Club will also be engaged in raising funds for their journey. At this time the President's Fund, IOC and ASB have already contributed money to help relieve the financial burden of a seven day itinerary. In addition, educational grants will be solicited from local organizations and a $25.00 a plate dinner will be held sometime in March with Jerry Petts presently scheduled to be the guest speaker.

The assumption behind the seminar is that women no longer need settle for the stereotyped jobs she has been offered in the past—teachers, nurses, secretaries, etc.—but that she is now in a position to gear herself towards a lifetime career, of her own choice.

The accent will be on personal assessment on Wednesday, with both Dean Gaye Perry and Dr. Jesse Moses speaking. A panel of three successful career women will speak on Thursday beginning with Karyl Jones, Ms Jones, a former speech and forensic coach, was the first woman sales representative hired by Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Also speaking will be Ms Irene Rodriguez real estate agent and representative for Mazda and JoAnne Young, who will discuss the vocational opportunities for women in government.

The week's seminar will end Friday with Ms Tina Floan from the Sun Telegram, juvenile counselor Pat Bozzi and Ms Cecilia Hyman from the managerial department of Riverside's Pacific Telephone company discussing their opinions and experiences.
FREE PRESS PAGE

The Free Press page of the PawPrint is reserved for opinion matter from anyone about anything. Opinions expressed are those of the author and not necessarily of the PawPrint or San Bernardino State College.

Written matter may be up to 250 words in length, typed, and double-spaced. Deadline for copy is Wednesday before publication. Libelous, tasteless, or over-length material may not be published.

Letters To The Editor

Tongue-Lashin’

Comin’ Down

Editor:

WARNING: If you continue reading this you are masochistically beset with a tongue-lashing! A few weeks back there was a front page article in this paper about the aluminum recycling and newfound collection on campus. How many of you still throw out your beer cans and pop tabs for the recoverable toko? Well, all I can say is that you’re all going to drown in your own SHIT! Even if you save every aluminum can you can, that’s only one small part of your country’s largest crisis—the garbage crisis. Oh, you think you’re pretty conservative when it comes to wastefulness, huh? Ever get a feeling when you toss those plastic juice containers from the machines away? All of these could be recycled if anyone gave a damn. Are you going to wait for the next guy to do everything including wiping your butt for you? Start thinking of ways to SAVE, CONSERVE, and all that good stuff. Be back at you next week.

Bigh

Thumbs

Anarchus Speaks

Editor:

Recently, you intemperately disclosed yourself in support of the Symphonious Liberation Army (SLA) and their kidnapping of Patricia Hearst.

You admitted the action might have been drastic, but allowed that it would, hopefully, reduce the time spent in deliberation on whether to accept the blackmail. Thus, you intimated, would prove the direction of wealth you think desirable.

Editorial:

Give Your Thumb A Change

If you think it’s risky to pick up hit-hitters, put yourself in the shoes of the sole standing on the sidewalk.

When you pick your thumb in the face of approaching traffic, you’re advertising for response from both friendly and not-so-friendly motorists.

However, there are several remedies that might help make your trip a safe and pleasant one.

ADVISE FOR THE INTREPID THUMB

1. I always ask the driver before getting in the car. "Where ya headin’?" The driver’s answer will help you determine if he’s headed your way. If the driver doesn’t know where he’s going or stammers like he has been drinking, it’s wise to take this into consideration before deciding to take the ride. BE SELECTIVE!

Watergate Roundup

By Carol Goss

What has happened to the Watergate Committee? It voted to try to avoid conflict with indictments expected later this month by Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski.

The Watergate Committee is involved in impeachment? No, impeachment is now under the jurisdiction of the House Judiciary Committee. However, the Watergate Committee has voted to turn over all of its investigative files to the House Committee.

Why don’t we hear anything about the House Judiciary Committee, which was assigned impeachment responsibility? It has acted cautiously. Some time was consumed in the selection and appointment of a 33 member staff of lawyers, headed by Majority Counsel Edward G. Day and Minority Counsel Albert E. Jenner. This staff is expected to report to the committee after the holiday on the matter of precisely what an impeachable offense is.

Isn’t the Committee itself doing anything? The Committee has divided itself into six task forces. One will deal with two separate issues—impeachment and the controversial secret bombing of Cambodia in 1969. It is expected that neither of these will be pressed as impeachable offenses.

The Watergate Committee will research issues: surveillance (the plunks); intelligence and dirty tricks in the 1972 campaign; the Watergate break-in and attempted cover-up; President Nixon’s personal finances, taxes, and any illegal use of federal agencies (CIA, FBI, IRS); and illegal campaign contributions and third party and media producers.

When will we hear something from all this research? The Committee has set two target dates for hearings. On May 2, I will report on the scope of the inquiry so far. On May 9, I will report on the possibility containing the articles of impeachment for April 30.

This past week’s events included: Senator Russell B. Long, D. La., chairman of the Senate- House Watergate Committee, has said President Nixon’s tax returns, personal income taxes and did not deny the suggestion that it might be as much as $500,000.

Also the pollsters have been busy. The Harris Poll reported that only 30 percent of those asked how they thought the President was doing his job, answered positively. 68 percent answered negatively and 10 percent were unsure. But the people are even more negative toward Congress. With 49 percent answering negatively and 9 percent positive but unsure.

What is ahead? Special Prosecutor Jaworski and Public Defender Johnnie Cochran, Nixon still seem to be at loggerheads about tapes and evidence. This may come to a head any day. Jaworski has led to evidence. This may come to a head any day. Jaworski has led to

Earlier in the quarter I made the near-fatal mistake of telling people that I was a weather observer. Consequently, a barrier of questions would regularly follow until everyone realized that my meteorological knowledge was mostly based on the famous Bakerfield H.S. kickline that was vigorously rehearsing all the time. But, my innate rationalism could no longer accept this formerly veracious theory and this curiousity inaugurated a pilgrimage to find the truth.

After my most unsatisfying sources of information, the Farmer’s Almanac and The Book of Knowledge, failed me and my Classic Comic Book collection, I made an effort to find the proof. But, I went back to my original sources; impoundment and the柬埔寨 controversial secret bombing of Cambodia in 1969.
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academic changes

Dr. Richard T. Ackley, a political scientist, has been named associate dean of academic administration at California State College, San Bernardino. In his position, he will assist Dr. James Thomas, dean of academic administration, in planning, securing and allocating instructional facilities and equipment, and in administering the academic affirmative action program.

Florence Weiser, previously a part-time lecturer in chemistry at the college, will serve half-time as assistant dean of the department. Dr. Ackley, a resident of Redlands, has been a lecturer at the college for the past two years. His specialty is the area of U.S. defense policy and Soviet studies. He was in the military service for 20 years, including two years as attaché with the United States Embassy in Moscow.

The new associate dean earned his doctorate in international relations at the University of Southern California. He has taught his doctorate in international resident, will specialize in the area of U.S. defense policy and the college for the past two years. James Thomas, dean of academic administration at California State associate dean of academic ad-

Newman Apostolate

Broke from the conviction that the Good News of Christ can be lived here and now, and from the belief that every person is important, has talents to share and needs to be fulfilled, the Newman Apostolate is to assist young catholic adults on Campus in their quest for values, attitudes, greater maturity and identity alongside the intellectual development they are looking for in their studies. Since this is easier to achieve together with others than on one's own, the Newman Apostolate strives to give students the opportunity to meet each other in exchange views, discuss deeper into life's meaning and to form together for worship. For this purpose the Newman Apostolate is committed to make available to students whatever information they are looking for and which they deem valuable. A chaplain will be on campus at certain times and be available at other times for those who would like to talk up contact with the Apostolate.

At present the chaplain is Father John Zubro. He will be on Campus in the Commons every Wednesday from 11 to 1 and can be reached by his office at 882-1776. Students who wish to celebrate and worship together are invited to attend the 2 o'clock, 7 o'clock 11th street Saturday March 26th. "Every believer in this world is called to be a spark of light." Pope John.

Carnatic Music

Performers Give Recital

by Steve Jacobsen

An interesting musical recital occurred at Cal State San Bernardino last Wednesday. The program began with pieces by Lima Kuvales, Cynthia Cook, Joan Willy and Rebecca Kofe. The pieces offered were compositions by Chopin, Beethoven, Schubert, and Bach. The performers started laying out their rugs in preparation; some artists imitated meditating and visualizing that they were singing some rags.

All the songs performed were sung in the language Telugu, native of Andhra. The singers were accompanied by a Tambura, a drone instrument. The rather incredible complexity of the music became immediately evident to the listener, as the singers moved from basic rag sequence into more fully developed ragas and talas.

This is the first quarter that a class devoted to the classical music of South Indian has been approved, making the recital doubly impressive. If the future of the course is to be determined by the quality of its fruit, the course is certainly assured to continue.

The singers included Merta Alrich, Ann Crum, Janet Saylor, John Zubro and Richard Saylor (instructor and guru). All were attired in gaily colored Indian garb. They all sang with strength and serene enthusiasm, imparting a sense of excitement to their audience. Much of the audience, in fact, seemed sufficiently impressed with the artist's ability to remain in the latter position the duration of the concert—something Saylor himself felt compelled to comment on at the concert's end. "I will now stand," he grinned, "if I have any blood left in my feet."

Spinal Column

by Jaga Nath Singh

Our minds are too scattered. We don't know what we want. Instead of relaxing, and going right into deep, restful sleep, we just let our mind wander and worry. It's the worst. I know you're not. So we don't walk around in that unconscious state.

Proper exercise and a good, natural diet are important. Don't eat just before bed; 'Lah! Makes you so heavy, so hard to get up! Don't eat at least 2 hours before bed, 4 is better.

Don't rush into bed and try to sleep, like you rush to your first class in the morning. Take some time to set your mind and body for sleep. Wash and massage your feet in cold water. This will help to relax the whole body.

Then sit down somewhere quiet and try to be quiet within yourself. The mind is like a tape player if you were to sit down at a piano and let the tape of the mind play itself back, then all the thoughts are gone and there is nothing to think about.

By blocking the right nostril with the right thumb, and breathing long and deep through the left nostril, we will help to calm you, to cool you, and to cleanse you.

When we sleep, we should sleep, and when we get up, we should get up! We should not rush into bed and try to help you get up. Before you get out of bed, on your back, keep your legs straight, raise the arms and extend them towards your feet. Keep and keep up for just one minute, with a long, rhythmic breath. This will make it much easier to just stand up, and help to center you for the whole day.

If you just get yourself in a cold shower after this, it will really help and then you can be getting ready for the coming day. You'll feel great! From here if you can go.

Oh! What is that? All this technical stuff is making you sleepy. Well all right, I'm sure enough for one. Keep up! And keep awake when you're asleep, and try to be quiet within yourself.

Send your question in to the Spinal Column, and we'll have some fun with it.

food coop

"The Food Coop has its first meeting last week and plans were implemented to establish a Food Coop at Cal State. There are approximately 40 members who are interested and want to participate. The first meeting will be at 9:00 a.m. Tuesday the 26th of February in the Library (LC-500). If enough members attend the meeting we will begin ordering food here by the first of March, with delivery on the 4th of March."

Does for the Food Coop will be $1.00 per quarter non-refundable, and each member will be expected to donate a few hours each month to either work on the computer or to fill orders. It is estimated that we can save anywhere from 30 - 50 percent on some items providing we have enough orders.

If you have any questions you may leave a message at 887-5311, ext. 367 (ASS TRAILER AND BOUNDARY WILL CONTACT YOU.)
Editor Bargains

For Release of Sister

BULLETIN: PAWPPRINT EDITOR KIDNAPPED, TERRORIZED & ABUSED FRIGHTFULLY

The nine year old sister of PawPrint Editor Tony Weathers was kidnapped Saturday, Feb. 27, by a local group of indignant citizens, it was learned today. "They have sent me a list of demands, which they say are not reasonable, which I must meet before they will return her," Mr. Weathers said, sobbing in his office.

The list initially requires Mr. Weathers to publicly declare himself a "demented fool, inclined towards buggery and other unnatural acts", as a token of good will. "I certainly will not even think of such a venture. I can afford it, but I'm sure these terrorists are basically seeking the good of all, and will accept whatever I can come up with."

The only communication Mr. Weathers has yet received from his sister is a brief letter saying "things sure are swell here at Disneyland, only I hope they let me ride the Haunted Mansion real soon."

JAMES SPAIGHTS CONCERT

Pianist James Spaights will be guest artist in a noon concert on Tuesday, Wed., 27 at Cal State San Bernardino. Mr. Spaights made his New York debut in 1960 at Town Hall and has performed eight times at Carnegie Recital Hall. He has been awarded a scholarship (first place winner) from the National Association of Negro Musicians, in Baltimore, Maryland. He has also received the Pi Kappa Lambda Award from Howard University, the highest award granted in the field of music from that institution.

Also as accompanied conductor and organist, he has toured in Europe and Canada as well as the United States. Recipient of the 1964 Fellowship Award Winner from the Rockefeller Foundation, he has been acclaimed as "an outstanding virtuoso pianist, a technician of the first rank."

His study began at an early age with Louise Aaron of San Antonio and continued with Madam Edwin Behre in New York City for 12 years on the Liechtenkust scholarship.

Selections of the pianist have chosen to perform at the Cal State concert include Robert Schuman's "Fantasy Piece in C Minor, Op. 111" and his "Symphonic Etudes," and Sergei Prokofiev's "Sonata No. 7."

Ph. Forum

A philosophical discussion of "Civil Disobedience" as seen from the viewpoint of a political scientist will be held at Cal State College, Thursday, March 7.

The program is to include the discussion, which will take place in the humanities conference room, number 201, of the Library building.

The opening dialogue will be by two Cal State faculty members, James L. Robinson and Dr. Paul Johnson.

Robinson, assistant professor of political science, will discuss an analysis of western political thought and American constitutional law. Dr. Johnson, associate professor of philosophy, will be teaching ethics and philosophy of law.

Following the opening expression of thought by the two speakers, there will be a wider dialogue involving the audience. Moderator will be Dr. Leslie Van Marter, chairman of the philosophy department. The forums are held on varying topics throughout the school year.

The San Bernardino Park & Recreation Department's Central City Playhouse is sponsoring Cinematographic I, a community motion film and video essay festival. Local independent and student film makers of amateur standing may submit their celluloid efforts for public viewing and four cash awards totaling $100.00. Deadline for submission is February 28. Entry forms are available at the City Park & Recreation Department Office, 300 North "D" Street, or the Central City Playhouse in the City Cultural Center, 111A S. E St., or at local camera shops. Student Services Building, CSUSB, entry fee is $1.00.

Public showings will be held at 7:00 p.m. at the Playhouse on March 7, 8, and 9 with awards night on March 16. For further information, call Park and Recreation at 383-5233 or Central City Playhouse at 884-6956.

CITRUS BELT LAW SCHOOL

Beginning students are admitted in the September, January and June semesters.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:

60 semester units or age 23 and pass examination.

The Juris Doctor (J.D.) degree can be earned in 4 years part-time evening classes, 3 evenings per week.

GRADUATES ARE ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINATION Write or phone for free catalog.

The Law courses are approved by the California Department of Education. Approved for Veterans.

Peb-Ball Once Most Popular Sport!

A new "ball" game

THACKERY DISCOVERS NEW PRIMITIVE BALL GAME

Dr. Perinold Thackery, during his brief sojourn in the San Bernardino mountains last week, made what has been called the most culturally definitive find of the decade." Concerning the habits of pre-historical men in this area.

Dr. Thackery, renowned author of many scholarly articles dealing with anthropological origins of man, describes his rare find as "extremely exciting" and as "one further step towards the comprehensive understanding of pre-historical races of the San Bernardino area."

The discovery was an object used in a primitive game, highly competitive in nature, presumably of high importance in determining the relative maxillality of the game's participants. The object, known as a Peb Ball, was grasped firmly in the players hands. "Dr. Thackery noted, "and then cast across a small body of water body the most times was greatly praised for worthiness and skill!" and then in a position of influence and power in his or her tribe.

Dr. Thackery has submitted the object to Harvard for further study. "One thing you can say for sure about that ball," he said, "is that it is obviously older than the hills." Its composition is believed to be of somewhat porous stone material. "We think these things to last!" declared Dr. Thackery.

Room-mate desired: 3902 Beverage Rd. in area between 40th and Little Mountain. At corner of 39th and Beverley. $45 1-month trial basis utilities except phone. Come by weekends or weekdays after 6:30 p.m.
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